ORKIN ODOR CONTROL PROGRAM
SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Odors are an unseen deterrent to your business. They can penetrate your atmosphere, bringing unpleasant
smells and the unwanted pests they attract to your establishment – often resulting in a loss of business
and repeat customers.
NO BUSINESS IS IMMUNE. Regardless of sanitation
practices, odors can originate from hundreds of
sources – many of which are outside your control
– and appear almost anywhere. Even if you can’t
smell an odor, our research shows that pests can.
ODORS CAN BE PERSISTENT. Odors with an organic
base tend to be very persistent, and unless they are
treated properly can remain long after the source
has been removed.
For your business, atmosphere is everything. Orkin offers three odor control solutions

EVEN IF YOU CAN’T SMELL AN ODOR,
OUR RESEARCH SHOWS THAT PESTS CAN.

to help keep your atmosphere smelling clean.

ORKIN AUTOFRESH
A fresh-smelling restroom speaks well of your business, helping minimize complaints
and the loss of repeat customers. Orkin AutoFresh provides highly efficient odor
control by automatically dispensing precise neutralizing fragrances to help create
a pleasant bathroom environment. Orkin AutoFresh can also be used in mop rooms,
supply areas or other locations around your business needing odor control.

HOW IT WORKS
Orkin AutoFresh uses a Microtrans odor neutralizer to break down large malodorous molecules
into smaller, odor-neutral molecules, allowing our fresh, clean fragrances to permeate the room.
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AROMABEAM™
Designed for large spaces, AromaBeam uses dry vapor technology to freshen air and tamper
odors without using liquids or sprays. The scent-diffusing system effectively freshens interior
spaces up to 50,000 cubic feet.
Orkin offers five Scentsia™ fragrances to create a customized ambiance for your entire business, or
just a specific area. AromaBeam provides multiple mounting options to help your odor control program remain inconspicuous.
Fragrance levels and time intervals are easily controlled through your smart phone with the Scent Bridge app for Android and iOS.

ORKIN ACTIZYME® ODOR NEUTRALIZER
Our proprietary, all-natural and nontoxic formula safely and effectively alters odor-producing
molecules. Unlike a perfume or air freshener, Actizyme Odor Neutralizer eliminates odors right at
the source rather than masking them temporarily, helping to create a pleasant environment for
your customers and staff – not for pests. It can be used in both indoor and outdoor dumpsters
and even in trash chutes within your walls.

ODOR CONTROL APPROACH
	
INSPECTION On the initial visit, your Orkin Commercial Pest Specialist will conduct a comprehensive site survey to determine the
source(s) of your odor problem.
SANITATION We will recommend a sanitation program that helps keep key areas free of unpleasant odors.
INSTALLATION Orkin will install the appropriate odor control technology for your business.

ONGOING MONITORING AND MAINTENANCE Your Orkin Commercial Pest Specialist will continue to monitor and adjust your treatment

program as necessary. This includes ongoing inspections with replacement of batteries and Orkin AutoFresh or Scentsia fragrance refills.

Let our odor control formula protect your atmosphere.
Call Orkin today for a FREE consultation.
1.800.ORKIN NOW

orkincommercial.com
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